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Scanning Room

RE: Draft Leppington Precinct Plan
Dear Paul
Thank you for your correspondence regarding the exhibition of the rezoning of the Leppington
Precinct in the South West Growth Centre.
Sydney Water in principle supports the approach of a staged rezoning for the growth centre
precincts that aligns to infrastructure investment. Further information on the likely rezoning timing
and yields of future stages would allow us to plan for water and wastewater infrastructure at the
appropriate time to service future growth in Leppington.
Stormwater and Water Cycle Management
The Leppington Precinct South West Growth Centre Water Cycle Management Strategy — July
2014 misses a significant opportunity to develop:
•
•

an integrated water cycle strategy — dealing with stormwater as well as water supply and
waste water in an integrated system
a trunk drainage corridor that facilitates the restoration and rehabilitation of a continuous
creek and floodplain system with a healthy riparian vegetation and habitat zone.

Stormwater management facilities can generally be considered in basic strategy terms as either
'at source' or 'end of pipe'. The proposed strategy discusses the provision of lot, street and
precinct scale facilities to detain stormwater and improve stormwater runoff quality. Lot and street
scale facilities may be considered to be 'at source' while precinct scale facilities are typically 'end
of pipe'.
The preferred Option 3 strategy provides a mix of these strategies, which is not efficient because
the 'end of pipe' facilities tend to end up treating stormwater runoff that mixes 'already cleaned'
and 'dirty' runoff at the 'end of pipe' and 'in line facilities. Any adopted strategy must make a clear
distinction and either be 'at source' or 'end of pipe' — a hybrid mix is not supported.
There also needs to be a clear understanding of what the strategy is trying to achieve. By using
the creek corridor as part of the water quality treatment system, installing bio retention beds and
embankments on line the strategy sacrifices opportunities to achieve quality creek corridor
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vegetation and habitat improvement outcomes. The preferred strategy should be unequivocal in
terms of promoting an 'at source' approach that then allows the best most practical creek
rehabilitation results.
The flood management targets have been set without an overarching regional western Sydney
strategy. This is a concerning narrow focus because the cumulative effects of detention systems
can lead to worse flood impacts further downstream when separate 'detained' catchments
combine. The strategies for various precincts must be developed within the context of a broader
strategy for western Sydney that in principle works from the 'whole to the part'.
The strategy also provides mixed messages:
•
•

at times promoting stormwater infiltration while at other times expressing concerns
regarding the possible consequences re salinity management
indicating in separate discussions the required 'rain garden' base area as 0.3% or 2.0%

The proposed strategy should be revised to deliver stronger outcomes in terms of creek and
riparian corridor rehabilitation applying an 'at source' stormwater strategy that integrates with a
more broadly ranging integrated water cycle management scheme.
Leppington Reservoir
Under the Sydney Water's South West Growth Centre 2nd Release Precincts Water Strategy we
have identified that a new 50ML reservoir may be required at the existing Leppington reservoir
site in the future. Sydney Water's long standing practice that if the site is required for operational
purposes for the foreseeable future, an SP2 zoning be applied. Maintaining the 5P2 zoning
removes any uncertainty over the land being clearly identified as "System Land".
Sydney Water E-Planning
Sydney Water has an email address for planning authorities to submit statutory or strategic
planning documents for review. This email address is urbangrowth@sydnevwatercom.au
If you require any further information, please contact Hannah Gilvear of the Urban Growth
Branch on 02 8849 5296 or e-mail hannah.gilvearpsydneywater. com.au
Yours Sincerely

G rHfr
A/Manager, Growth Strategy
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